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SECTION _ A

Answer all questions. Each question carries 1 mark

)a Expand OOA.

: Define procedure oriented programming.

is the process of binding both attributes and methods together
within a class.

I UML stands for 

-.

l. Solid line in class diagram stands for

g- '+'symbol in class diagram denotes attributeS or operations.

/ diagrams are used to represent how one or more objects in the
system connect and communicate with each other.

a
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,6. What is the role of collaboration diagram?

n How can you notate initial state in activity diagram?

are typically used to visualize the physical hardware and software
of a system.

(10x1=10Marks)
SECTION _ B

Answer any eight questions. Each question carries 2 marks.

1 1. What are the two aspects of ob.iect definition?

1Z Explainabout the Object Orrented concept.

l. What are the demerits of procedure oriented programming?

. 11. Who is an actor in- use case diagram? How can we notate an actor?

Jd ln class diagram, where and how we can mention the name of a class?

16. What do you mean by unified model?

{ . Whal is a life line in terms of sequence diagram?

1{ Wnatis self message? How can we notate it in sequence diagram?

19. What is collaboration?

,201 Activity diagram is not Flowchart. Justify.

/{ tNhere lo use state chart diagrams?

22. What do you rnean by provided interface? How can we notate it in component
diagram?

(8x2=16Marks)
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. SECTION - C

Answer any six questions. Each question carries 4 marks.

2{ Aeftne class in detail.

J{ Difterenliate class and object.

fi. Explain about arithmetic decomposition.

{ Draw lhe class diagram to mention student teacher relationship.

27. What are the features of messages?

28. What do you mean by system level diagrams?

6. Whal are the benefits of sequence diagram?

sd Exolain about activitv diaqram.,/

3'1. Wrlte a note on modeling interfaces.
(6x4=24Marks)

SECTION _ D

Answer any two questions. Each question canies 15 marks.

/ Explainobject oriented themes in detail.

pai Write a detailed note on use case diagram with the support of example.

34. Discuss in detail about elements of sequence diagram.

35. Describe deployment diagram in detail.
(2 x 15 = 30 Marks)
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